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MOHTARMA FATIMA JINNAH – AN EXEMPLARY
HUMANITARIAN

Ms. Hajra Saeed

From the day Pakistan was created till the day of her demise she wholeheartedly devoted all her time and energy
for the people of the nation. It was her ardent desire to see Pakistan succeed at all levels; therefore she selflessly
and relentlessly worked towards achieving that goal. Such was the woman
who is known to us as Madar-i-Millat and Khatoon-i-Pakistan; none other than
Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah. Let us remember this remarkable woman on her 128th
birth anniversary (born 31st July 1893) and take a brief look at some of the
contributions in various areas:
The Immigrants									
At the time of Pakistan’s establishment, one of the biggest problems facing it
was accommodating thousands of refugees. Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah made
tremendous efforts in tackling the situation. The first step she took was to form a relief committee comprising of
women (later on many such committees were formed at different places). Numerous charity shows and meena
bazaars were organized to raise money. She visited the refugee camps, distributing food and clothing herself, and
in addition established a dispensary for the medical treatment of the refugees. The ‘Muslim Women’s Industrial
Home’ and many other sewing centers and institutes were also set up to give women of all ages an opportunity to
work and earn a respectable living.
On the occasion of the Muhajir Convention held in October 1953 at Karachi she said: “Rehabilitation is one of
the most vital problems requiring immediate solution. According to Quaid-e-Azam the first step towards the
realization of our great ideals is the rehabilitation and welfare of the Muhajirs. Its solution requires gigantic
efforts and unless this is done, Pakistan will not progress.”
Thus the problem always remained the focus of her attention as in her last message to the nation on the occasion
of Eid-ul-Azha in March 1967 she expressed her concern regarding the grave condition of the refugees even after
20 years of Pakistan’s existence and urged the people to solve the problem as soon as possible.
Child Welfare & Medical Health											
Child welfare was close to her heart as children are a valuable asset of the nation. In 1948, the United Nations asked
the Government of Pakistan to establish a National Committee of Child Welfare. Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah was
requested to become the President, which she happily accepted and immediately took steps to run it successfully.
She appointed 5th June 1948 as Children’s Day and requested every person to donate a day’s salary to the Child
Welfare Fund. The masses entirely supported her in this mission. It was because of these efforts that the director
of UNAC wrote a letter of appreciation. However, she was distressed on the child mortality rate which was due
to shortage of maternity homes and negligence of parents, therefore urged everyone to look after the physical and
mental wellbeing of children. To her; raising children properly was a national service.
On inaugurating a school in 1958 she said: “Childhood, being the most impressionable, is regarded as the most
important age. During this period children are very keen to seek knowledge and understand things themselves.
It is the duty of both parents and the teachers to guide and explain them satisfactorily, because the training
imparted during this period will leave its indelible mark on their mind.”
Furthermore being a medical practitioner she knew the importance of health and that medical facilities were
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EDITOR’S NOTE

Editor’s Note

My dear reader how are you.
Here it is Aug 2021, the month of our
independence. My dear Pakistanis,
Bakhtiar
please find Independence Special, to
reinforce your patriotism, to share your
pleasure in commemorating this day,
.It is the
birthday, and the launching of our national flagship; the
second most superior identity; Pakistan. Right on p2
find an article in the fond memory of Madar-i-Millat,
Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah. Refresh your study about
the exemplary humanitarian personality. On p3 find,
the National Anthem hand-written by the poet himself.
Isn’t it a precious piece from history. See p29; what
a lovely piece of history from the life-time of 		
This picture is of 21Feb 1948. Read the episode
of, how the sentry of 5 Heavy Anti-aircraft Regiment
loved his Baba. I am recalling late Lt Col Riaz Jafri, he
loved the Baba too. There are some lessons for us, both
in and out of uniform; to learn. P28 carries the image of
the Card,
. The scribe dare submit that
this Card with a Pakistan Pin fixed atop, was distributed
for two to three days, on every Independence Day to all
the near and dear ones, friends, children and passerby
on the road. This year was a special one. 84 Field
Regiment Artillery commemorated its 50th Raising
Day. I was there as its founding lot of officers; joining
straight from PMA; my parent Regiment; still in the
process of Raising. Carried about 85 plus Cards to
share with them the celebrations of Independence Day.
Blizzard march with the province after province falling
and the flash victory of Taliban, including fall of Kabul
(15th Aug), well before the exit date of Americans; 31st
Aug is a momentous and extraordinary event of recent
history. Million dollar questions are going round and
round the think tanks, defence and strategic analysts
and wizards.
Q.1. How come President Biden was so naïve in
assessing the situation. Just days ago? Did CIA, RAW
and NDS failed so badly?
Q.2. What made ill-equipped, outdated, technologically
primitive, very poorly armed, devoid of any air cover
and terribly out-numbered (40 to 50,000 Taliban vs.
300,000 Afghan Forces approximately) win in such a
brief period; well before last date of exit of NATO and
Americans?

years, $2 trillion, paying 2,448 in uniformed lives,
in addition 3,846 US contractors, and 1,144 lives of
NATO members armies?
Has any source published or broadcasted lives lost by
Taliban, I doubt. Yes, I can give a fair estimate of lives
lost by freedom fighter, Taliban in defeating USSR
between 1979 and 88. It is between 1.2 Mn to 1.5 Mn.
(ref Gen Hamid Gul). May you find answer to these and
some other questions in the articles published in the
following pages by Gen Mirza Aslam Beg, Lt Gen Asad
Durrani, Dr. Samiullah Malik and Brig Asif Haroon.
Of course there is lot more to unfold and reveal with
reference to the Regional security. Russia and China
are waiting and going thru the processes of collection,
collation of information and to intelligence and taking
policy decisions.
Sure, we do hope for light at the end of tunnel in PakAfghan relations as we have the resolve not to interfere
in the internal matters of our neighbours.

Q.3. What did Americans do and gained spending 20
3

FROM THE DESK OF CHAIRMAN
WHY THE US LOSE IN
AFGHANISTAN?
The US and its allies were drunk
with power and took pride in
their sophisticated war munitions,
technology and wealth. They were
sure to win the war irrespective of
their sinister hidden motives and no
plausible cause. The Adventurers
forgot that Afghanistan was the
graveyard of empires where Great Brig Asif Haroon Raja
Britain and the Soviet Union had
fallen.
The Taliban had no resources but had an edge over their
opponents in the intangibles. They had complete faith
in Allah, their Eiman was strong and unshakable, and
they were on the righteous path. Hence their victory
was a foregone conclusion.
Causations of the US defeat
Cooked up charges to invade Afghanistan, Iraq and
Libya.							
Insincere and mala fide intentions filled with prejudices
and injustices.						
No just cause to wage a cruel war against so many
Muslim countries.					
No love lost for the Afghans, Iraqis, Libyans and
Syrians.						
Minority non-Pashtun Afghans were empowered and
majority Pashtuns sidelined and persecuted.
Pakistan which was instrumental in making the
US the sole superpower, was mistrusted, ridiculed
and penalized, while India which has no roots in
Afghanistan, and has been the biggest spoiler of peace,
was trusted and made the main player by the US.
Indulgence in covert war and hybrid war were at the
cost of consolidating gains in Afghanistan through
development. Only important capitals were finely
developed and the rest neglected.
Failing to develop Afghanistan, and bettering the lives
of Afghans.
Backing the inept, corrupt and unpopular regimes of
Hamid Karzai and Ashraf Ghani-Abdullah who failed
to achieve stability.
Spending over $ 80 billion on raising, training and
equipping the ANSF, but failing to develop their moral
fibre and sense of discipline.
ISAF and ANA were pampered, heavily paid, provided
luxuries and made comfort loving.
4
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All the social crimes that were cleansed by the Taliban
re-appeared and Afghanistan became the leading
exporter of opium.
Ruthless bombings by jets and drones causing maximum
deaths and injuries to the civilians. Even funerals and
weddings were not spared.
No attention was paid to winning the hearts and minds
of the Afghans.
Weak military commanders who never strategized
or modified tactics to grapple with the tactics of the
resistance forces. They didn’t inspire their own troops,
what to talk of 40 other military contingents. Some
top commanders were involved in love affairs and sex
scandals.
The initial plan of occupying Afghanistan was
outlandish. It envisaged strategically surrounding the
country by establishing bases in Tajikistan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan and Pakistan, but didn’t contemplate an
inner circle to encircle and trap the leaders and fighters
of the Taliban and Al-Qaeda.
It was a frontal invasion from the north by the Northern
Alliance troops under the umbrella of gigantic carpet
bombing. It allowed the defenders to withdraw to the
caves of Tora Bora. No effort was made to ring Tora
Bora where all the wanted elements including Osama
bin Laden (OBL) were present. Emphasis was on
dropping tons and tons of molten lava from the air.
No effort was made to seal the porous and vulnerable
southern and eastern borders of Afghanistan, thereby
allowing the Taliban/Al-Qaeda elements to slip into
FATA. Whole reliance was on Pakistan but it had to
be a collective effort to make the concept of anvil and
hammer successful.
The US wanted the border with Pakistan to remain
open so as to push terrorism into Pakistan, and to let
RAW-NDS to indulge in clandestine operations. These
very motives impelled the Kabul regime and the US to
strongly object to fencing of western border by Pakistan
in 2018.
The ISAF made up of over 40 military contingents
fought the war without initial battle inoculation, basic
knowledge of geography, terrain, culture of tribes,
meaning of Pashtunwali, and training in guerrilla
warfare. Except for top commanders none knew the
aims and objectives of the war.
No motivational training was given to the troops to
inculcate in them the will to fight and die, nor questions
asked from ANA as to why they couldn’t win a single
battle from 2014 onwards.
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Opening up of a second front in Iraq in 2003 when
the Afghan front was fluid resulted in distraction and
division of resources and enabled the Taliban to bounce
back in 2006.
The real war started in 2009 after the two troop surges,
swelling the combat strength of the ISAF from 8000
to 1, 40,000, but Gen McChrystal lost heart in the first
major offensive in Helmand due to heavy casualties of
the ISAF.
Change of posture of the ISAF troops from forward
to backwards, bunkering them in 8 military bases in
capital cities in 2009 and discarding boots on ground
strategy were the biggest mistakes made. The entire
rural belt was vacated thereby allowing the Taliban to
gain initiative and a military edge over the occupiers
and their collaborators in the eastern and southern
Afghanistan which became their strongest bastions.
The Taliban field commanders outclassed the ISAF
commanders in strategy and tactics.
Obama should have exited from Afghanistan after he
assessed that it was an unwinnable war, and the main
mission of killing OBL and professed destruction of
Al-Qaeda accomplished. Clinging on to Afghanistan
for next nine years on the insistence of Pentagon and
Resolute Support Mission commanders was militarily
erroneous. This delay surged the avoidable human and
financial losses of occupational troops.
The next mistake made by Obama was to announce
his plan to withdraw troops by Dec 2014. The thinning
out started in July 2011 and by 2013 frontline security
was handed over to the ANA. It demoralized the ANA,
diluted the fighting spirit of the ISAF troops wanting to
return home alive in one piece.
It spurred the Taliban and their momentum of offensive
accelerated. From 2015 onwards, the US had for all
practical purposes lost the war, but due to pressure from
the Pentagon, the US kept reinforcing failure.
To avoid body bags, Obama introduced the deadly
pilotless drones as a choice weapon of war, which was
cowardly and unethical.
The US didn’t seriously negotiate with the Taliban
between 2006 and 2014 when it was strong on ground
and became serious in 2018-19 when it had become
weak.
The US spent more time on blame game rather
than focusing on its primary mission of stabilizing
Afghanistan. By blaming Pakistan, Haqqani Network
and Quetta Shura for its political and military failures,
the US covered up its fault lines.

Trump tried to salvage the fast deteriorating security
situation but failed and ultimately had to sign a peace
agreement with the Taliban at Doha in February 2019.
All foreign troops were to withdraw by May 2021.
That was yet another turning point in the fortunes of
the Taliban since the historic agreement had given them
recognition and enhanced their stature internationally.
Another watershed came when Joe Biden announced
on April 14, 2021 that the longest war will be ended and
all foreign troops pulled out by Sept 11, 2021. This date
was advanced to August 31.
All roads in Afghanistan were opened for the exultant
Taliban to race forward and capture as much territory
after May. By July, 80% territory including 22 provinces
and 5 out of 6 trade transit points were in their control.
In August, in the first 12 days all the major cities were
captured without much opposition, and Kabul took
over on Aug 15 without firing a bullet. The 300,000
ANSF fell like ninepins and Ghani with his core team
fled abroad. The US evacuated its Embassy staff and
remaining 650 troops in Kabul along with Afghan
interpreters and loyalists in special planes on the 17th.
Once the pendulum swung in favor of the Taliban
moving forward like a hurricane, the losers painted a dark
future of Afghanistan. The disinformation campaign
propagated that there will be chaos, bloodshed, civil
war and exodus of refugees in neighboring countries.
Emphasis was suddenly shifted from application of
force to peace and a negotiated political settlement
leading to an inclusive, broad-based regime in Kabul
acceptable to all. The Taliban were warned that if they
capture Kabul by force, or take over power forcibly,
they will be ostracized by the international community.
The Taliban put to rest all the fears and anxieties by
announcing general amnesty to all, no retributions,
no restrictions on women and education of girls,
all activities allowed within the precincts of Islam,
no interference in other countries, no cross border
terrorism from Afghan soil, prohibiting drug business
and guns smuggling, policy of peace and not conflict,
cooperation with international community, major
emphasis on development of the country and bettering
the lives of the people.
Prospects of a stable and peaceful Afghanistan under
the Islamic Emirate are brighter. Russia, China and
Pakistan should recognize the new regime in Kabul to
set the pace for others.
Brig Asif Haroon (Retd) is a war veteran, defence &
security analyst, international columnist & author of five
books. He is Chairman Thinkers Forum Pakistan, Director
Measac Research Centre, member CWC PESS.
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SHOOTING FROM THE LIP
Needs more care than shooting
from the hip. For one thing, a
good gun slinger may still get-in
another shot, but those who shoot
from the lip would get no second
chances. Words spoken in the
troposphere go around the world in
80 nanoseconds.

Lt Gen Asad Durrani

Gorbachev might have been the father of glasnost, its
first practitioner was none other than our own Aslam
Beg; once the Army Chief, and thus the arbiter of
ultimate wisdom. With a microphone in his hand, in his
own words, he was unstoppable. His famous treatise
on strategic depth has haunted us for nearly three
decades. Indeed, Pakistan has always provided one to
Afghanistan. We have been the landlocked country’s
window to the world; source of much of its “duty-free”
imports; and a safe haven for millions of its citizens
who come over for all the right or wrong reasons.
Afghans, when not under foreign occupation, return
the favour by ensuring peace on our western front, if
we have a problem on the eastern. Both acting as good
neighbours – if you ask me. But when Beg strategized
this phenomenon as was his wont, his statement became
a tool in the hands of all who were unhappy with our
Afghan Policy, or with the Army’s larger than life role.
Our elected leaders on the other hand can fire verbal
salvos with impunity. UNSC resolutions provide us the
locus standee on Kashmir, and Pakistan was therefore
well advised to stick to them even while exploring
other options. Mulling over the Dixon Plan, the Chenab
Formula, or the Trieste Model, we were doing precisely
that. But when Nawaz Sharif, as the prime minister in
his first incarnation, hinted that these resolutions were
only for the birds, some hell was expected to break lose
– but didn’t. There were also no fireworks when Zardari
using his presidential immunity put our nuclear doctrine
on its head. India’s no-first-use posture is to show its
confidence in its conventional edge, and Pakistan’s nono-first-use essentially serves to convey that if needed
we would have the courage to press the red button. Yet,
when Zardari suggested that the NFU was also good
enough for Pakistan, hardly an eyebrow were raised.
No wonder, Imran Khan too believes in the divine
right of politicians to speak first and let the devil take
6

the hindmost. We acquired nukes to deter war – also
a conventional one – with the big bad brother, and
to guard against nuclear black mail. This capability
however does not help resolve disputes – if anything,
it freezes them. Use of force beyond skirmishes across
the LOC, because of some serious consequences, is no
longer a viable option. We cannot even threaten the use
of nukes unless we can be seen hell bent to cross the
critical threshold. For all India cares, we can keep our
nuclear weapons as long as we do not try to change the
status quo in Kashmir by other means.
On Afghanistan too IK does not seem to be much
impressed by its complexities. When he complained
about our diminishing leverage with the Taliban after
the withdrawal of foreign troops, one could only be
amazed, or amused. To start with, our clout with this
militia was always limited – and we often used this
argument to rationalize our inability to rein them in.
More importantly, getting the foreign military out, as
it destabilizes the neighborhood, was one of our core
objectives. Post 9/11, we have shared this goal with
many of our regional allies.
What actually took the cake was when our primeminister expressed anxiety over the future of our
strategic ties with America after it exits Afghanistan.
That our relations with the US were never strategic, and
only issue based, may not have been widely understood;
but isn’t it obvious that these would now be driven by
the US-China rivalry? Time to learn how to play in the
big league – a role that our geo-strategic location has
thrust upon us.
Not to worry, all such gaffes will not make it in to the
history books; though some will certainly leave behind
a bad taste. In the mid 1990s, Imran Khan went around
raising funds for his hospital. Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan,
already a big name and recipient of many national and
international awards, performed pro bono to help the
noble cause. Mercifully, he died before IK bragged that
it was his global circus that introduced the maestro to
the world. Our people do not like chest beaters. Pervez
Musharraf’s book, since it was all “me me me”, barely
survived his time in office.
Shooting from the lips was still not as bad as sealing
them. None of our efforts to bring uniformity in the
country ever did any good. Quaid’s forcing Urdu on
Bengalis, so proud of their own language, sowed the
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seeds of separation. Mainstreaming well run states like Bahawalpur and Swat brought their inhabitants under a
corrupt and inefficient administration. Creating one Baluchistan from three assorted components has rendered our
strategically sensitive flank vulnerable to external intrigues and internal wrangling. And now we want a single
curriculum to be imposed on people who are as diverse as flowers in a bouquet. Even that bitter pill one would
have swallowed, if – as many of our educationists have painfully pointed out – the new order was not aimed at
strangulating critical thinking. Those who learn by rot would only parrot what has been drilled in their mouth.
If we must have uniformity in our education system, someone please dig out the curricula of the two hundred
years old Indian madrasahs that taught logic – and were acknowledged at par with the standards accessible only
to British aristocracy. Or, find out how in a Bukhara seminary, Ulugh Beg learnt to explore the space.
That this unkindest of all cuts was to be delivered by the produce of western education, can only be understood as
some cultural hit men finishing the job started by Macaulay.
Lt Gen Muhammad Asad Durrani, Ex DG ISI and Ex Chairman Thinkers Forum Pakistan.

You can be better than
yesterday, the moment
you can reckon it's a new
day. It is not mere change
of date. There is a scope
to cut down on the nature
Bakhtiar
and types of mistakes.
To unlearn a few things, to learn what
was not known, or less known and thus
grow. That I could be either efficient or
effective or both, upon the day gone by.
The count of new days will come to an
end one day. There will be one last day.
And it could be today! So ….
So, decide now.... what to do out of the
above?

Marri Sword
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE – AN
INSIDIOUS PROBLEM
The violence against women
and girls is a violation of human
rights. It is seen that violence
occurring at the public as well
as in private places ranging from
domestic,
harassment,
black
mailing, honor killing, trafficking,
Dr. Saira Asad
forced marriages, intimate partner
violence and assault, and other gender-related killings.
Females play a vital role in the society starting from
their own houses in bringing up their children, placing
a brick to brick in the foundation of their strong family
ties, their role in professional fields and in houses is
fully appreciated. Thus, the role of woman can not be
ignored today even of the past in the history. Where
there is a violence occurs, it impacts negative affects on
general well-being of a female and eventually effects
on her family, community and country.
According to Human Rights Watch report 2020,
violence against women remained a serious problem
throughout Pakistan. Regarding domestic violence, it is
reported that 200 percent cases increased in Pakistan in
the span of January-March 2020 and further worsened
in Covid-19 lockdowns after March as seen so far.
As per United Nations’ Global Database on Violence
against Women, it is reported that in 2020, 24.5% cases
in Pakistan falls under lifetime Physical and or Sexual
Intimate Violence, 14.5% falls under Physical and or
Sexual Intimate Partner Violence in the last 12 months
and 21% in child marriage. The Article 3 of Pakistan’s
Constitution 1973 also emphasizes state to ensure
elimination of all forms of exploitation and gradual
fulfillment of the fundamental rights and principles,
from each according to his work and ability. Besides,
The Punjab Protection of Women against Violence Act
(PPWVA) includes domestic violence, harassment,
economic abuse and cyber crimes is another protection
Act for woman’s rights in provision of justice, respectful
and secure life. In February 2012, Senate of Pakistan
unanimously approved the ‘National Commission on
the Status of Women Bill 2012’ in regard to protect
rights of women against discrimination. In 2002, The
National Policy for Development and Empowerment
of Women was adopted, comprises a section against
8

violence against women.
In regard to recent Domestic Violence (Prevention and
Protection Bill 2021) from the Standing Committee
on Human Rights presented in Parliament is a great
initiative, which is the need of today to stop the
violence against female by the dominating actors in
society by power. I am looking forward impatiently for
the implementation of this Bill. In the report, domestic
violence means of all sorts of mental, physical,
emotional, economic, sexual abuse committed against
the women, girl or a vulnerable person with whom a
respondent has a domestic relation that causes physical,
mental and psychological harm.
Last year in September, there was a nationwide protest
on the demand of police reform on the Lahore Police
Chief statement in the case of a woman’s gang-rape
on Highway in Punjab and that woman was placed by
herself on a fault by travelling late at night only with
her minor children without her husband’s permission.
Rage among citizens was seen against that publically
announced statement. These sorts of abrupt statements
define the already designed discrimination and thoughts
against the rights and protection of women in society.
There is a need to raise voice and introduce such Bills
where the same nature of violence can be seen on
increase. I appreciate Honorable Federal Minister for
Human Rights, Dr. Shireen Mazari on introducing this
Bill and we all are looking forward impatiently towards
the Bill to get the final implementation stage by the
authorities soon. As seen in society, many females
are being dragged into undesirable circumstances
that lead to domestic violence on not accepting the
desired designed demands from in laws, husband or
other dominating person of a family. The rights to life,
dignity, and non-discrimination are violated by the acts
of domestic violence. Besides, the legislative measures
are supported in the Convention on the Elimination of
all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).
Pakistan has introduced policies and laws against
domestic violence time to time. There are still remain
challenges in the implementation of proper measures.
Many women are still not having access to proper
authorities due to the pressure and limited resources.
There is a need to ensure the safety, protection and
recovery of a woman facing domestic violence. There
is a need to raise a voice against the undesirable framed
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circumstances for woman. The implementation of recent
Bill would definitely make a difference in prevention
and responding to violence against women and girls,
and additionally empowering them with courage to
stand up on undesirable violent behavior. No doubt,
there is a need of sharp check and balance on the police
also that how they are handling the affairs without any
biased conclusion. I think, this Bill would not only
help in preventing domestic violence; what is needed
is a change in mindsets. The effectiveness of measures
will be dependent on coherence associated with their
designed implementation. As Falvia Agnes (2005)
stated that “A law is as good as its implementability,
despite the lofty aspirations. The responses to the
enactment are polarized, with one section fearing its
misuse by an elite class in metro cities and another
segment predicting its futility for the mass of rural
women saddled with the yoke of patriarchy to which
courts are as yet alien”
Dr. Saira is holding MSc. Communication Sciences, M.A
International Relations and M.A Political Science from
Pakistan. She has achieved her Ph.D degree from Universiti
Tun Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM), Johar, Malaysia. Her
field of interest is in Mediated Discourse Analysis, Media,
Media Discourse, Political Communication, Elections,
Genre Study, Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), Semiotic
Analysis, Appraisal Analysis (Conversation Analysis)
and Transitivity Analysis. She served as Linguistic and
Communication specialist/instructor in Pakistan as well
as in Malaysia. She was also associated with print media
and wrote many articles.

FALL OF ANOTHER SUPER
POWER IN AFGHANISTAN
Afghanistan occupied
fake charges

under

When George W. Bush decided
to invade Afghanistan in order
to avenge the attacks in New
York and Washington allegedly
masterminded by Osama bin
Brig Asif Haroon Raja
Laden (OBL) led al-Qaeda on 9/11,
the US was the most powerful country of the world and
it had carved out a New World Order to monopolize the
world for next 100 years. After its capture in Nov 2001,
Afghanistan was converted into a permanent military
station. Northern Alliance forces supported by the air
umbrella provided by the Western forces captured
the most impoverished country, singing the song of
freedom and liberty, promising to make it democratic
and prosperous and to emancipate the Afghan women
by promoting education and liberalism. The dancing
and cheering crowds in Kabul welcomed their Western
liberators and thanked them for freeing them from the
clutches of the brutal Taliban. The happiest were the
Afghan Northern Alliance forces who came riding on
the shoulders of the western forces.
Hidden Objectives. The major objectives of the US
were:Destabilise China’s Xinjiang Province by stoking Uighur and ETIM movement.
Disrupt China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and
effectively contain China.
Unsettle resurging Russia.
Denuclearize Pakistan and make it a compliant state.
Affect a regime change in Iran.
Monitor the unravelling of the Middle East after capturing Iraq, again on false charges.
Demonise Islam.
The US also planned to make India a key player in
Afghanistan, economically and militarily fortify it to
become a bulwark against China and a policeman of
Indo-Pacific region. Pakistan was taken on board as a
tactical partner for the achievement of its short term
objectives and its nuclear teeth were to be extracted
covertly.
9
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History of Al-Qaeda & OBL				
After taking the credit of killing OBL over whom $ 25
30, 000 Mujahids assembled by CIA from different million head money had been announced, President
Muslim countries including Saudi Arabia, were brought Obama proudly declared in 2012, that Al-Qaeda had
to FATA, chosen as a base of operation in 1981, to beef been effectively disrupted, dismantled and destroyed.
up the strength of Afghan/Pakistan Mujahideen and It was mainly weakened by Pakistan security forces
to fight the Soviet forces in Afghanistan. The war was by netting over 600 senior and middle order leaders.
won by the Afghan Mujahideen, helped by Mujahids They were handed over to the CIA for onward transfer
from other countries including FATA tribesmen, and to Guantanamo Bay. Majority had shifted to Arabian
fully supported by the ISI. Not a single American or Peninsula in 2004/05 after the invasion of Iraq by
European soldier took part in the ten years war.
western forces in March 2003 and had formed APAQ
under Al-Zawahiri.
After the war, not only Pakistan and the Mujahideen
were abandoned by the US, the latter were not accepted Bounce back by Taliban				
by their respective countries. They had to reside in The Taliban under Mullah Omar who had taken active
Afghanistan and in FATA. (Today the US is worried part in Jihad against the Soviets and had lost an eye,
about the settlement of Afghans who were pro- ruled Afghanistan from 1996 to 2001 and had made
Afghan regime and pro-US, who didn’t take part in the the lawless country stable and peaceful. He refused to
war. It also intends to shift 18,000 Afghan interpreters, hand over OBL, whom he treated as his guest, without
who had worked with them, all-told 80,000 with furnishing proof of his involvement, and on account of
families, by July 2021).
the injunctions of Islam and demands of Pashtunwali.
On the insistence of Pakistan, he agreed to hold his
The holy warriors under OBL named as Al-Qaeda by
trial in Saudi Arabia or any other country under Islamic
the CIA were declared as terrorists in 1997, and were
laws. The US rejected his reasonable demands since
hounded after they attacked American targets in two
they had no proof and 9/11 was an in-house drama.
African countries and Gulf of Aqaba in reaction to their
relinquishment. The CentCom under Gen Zinni attacked In the wake of relentless carpet bombing of the invaders,
Al-Qaeda base in Afghanistan with cruise missiles Mullah Omar in consultation with his Majlis-e-Shura
from a naval warship deployed in Arabian Sea in 1998 wisely decided to carry out a tactical withdrawal into
but missed OBL. Since this outfit was on the hit list, it FATA in Nov 2001 to save the people and the country
was promptly blamed for the 9/11 attacks. No proof of from further deaths and destruction; regroup and fight
Al-Qaeda’s involvement has been furnished to this day. an insurrectional war. Within a year they started hitting
Not a single wanted militant was killed in the massive back and thereon fought the invaders ceaselessly.
Tora Bora bombing in Dec 2001 in which not even a
Unlike in the 1980s when the Mujahideen were
lizard survived. Suffering from acute kidney disease,
backed by the whole free world under the USA, this
OBL slipped into North Waziristan and next to Haripur.
time they fought single-handedly without any external
It was widely reported in 2005 that he had died, after
support. By 2008, they managed to bounce back in a
which the biggest manhunt ever launched went cold.
big way in their home bases of southern and eastern
For sure, he was completely cut off from Al-Qaeda and
Afghanistan, from where they could target the invaders
posed no threat to the USA. Reportedly, he was killed
and collaborators in other parts of the country. Mullah
by the US Navy Seals on May 2, 2011 in a house in
Omar’s fighters in the south and Haqqanis under
Abbottabad, but the story of his killing woven by the
Sirajuddin in the east surged forward in coordination
USA left many lingering doubts about its authenticity
and started hitting targets in all parts of the country.
and it is not certain whether it was OBL or his son, or
They were ready to face the two troop surges ordered
a dummy. Dumping the dead body in the sea secretly
by Obama in 2009 from Iraq and the USA.
raised many questions which have not been answered.
Most of the Naval Seal members who had taken part in ISAF’s change of posture				
Operation ‘Get Osama’ died either in a helicopter crash Gen McChrystal who had earned fame untruthfully on
in Afghanistan or were killed by mysterious hands.
account of defeating Al-Qaeda in Western Iraq, (but
the feat in reality had been achieved by Sunni Iraqis),
10
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he was posted to Afghanistan as ISAF Commander in
2008 to defeat the surging Taliban. With no dearth of
airpower and resources, he requested for additional
100,000 ground troops which was granted by Obama.
With over 140,000 combat strength, he launched major
offensive in 2009 in Helmand province which had
become the hotbed due to the attraction of poppy trade,
and where Britain had built the biggest cantonment
near Lashkar Gah, the provincial capital of Helmand,
and named it Camp Boston. After Bagram airbase, it
was the strongest fort of the occupiers. An auxiliary
was launched in Kunar-Nuristan.
The ISAF suffered much more casualties in Helmand
operations than they had suffered in previous years,
and also met a big fiasco in Nuristan. Frightened by the
mounting casualties, the General lost his offensive steam
and hastened to adopt a rearward posture, confining
the troops to the 8 military bases and terminating use
of boots on ground. Support to the Afghan forces was
restricted to air cover only. Defensive strategy enabled
the Taliban to gain initiative and a military edge
which could not be regained by the occupiers and the
collaborators.
Obama’s drawdown of troops
		
Obama after spelling out his Af-Pak strategy in March
2009, he made Holbrooke as the coordinator. He
wanted hot pursuit operations by Special Operations
Forces into FATA based on actionable intelligence, but
Gen Ashfaq Kayani put his foot down, saying his forces
were capable of dealing with the militant threat. Seeing
that the war couldn’t be won, Obama rightly took the
decision at the Brussels conference in December 2010,
and ordered a troop drawdown in July 2011 which was
to be completed by Dec 2014. With the achievement
of major objectives of destroying Al-Qaeda and killing
OBL, there was no justifiable reason for the US to
prolong the drawdown of troops from July 2011 to Dec
2014. On one hand, Obama opened peace talks with
the Taliban in 2011, on the other hand he stepped up
drone war and declared drones as his choice weapon,
the brunt of which fell upon Waziristan in Pakistan.
Pentagon and the spoilers prevailed upon Obama to sign
bilateral security agreement with the new unity regime
of Ashraf Ghani-Dr. Abdullah in Sept 2016 by virtue of
which a Resolute Support Group (RSG) of about 12000
troops were to stay in Afghanistan in all the airbases

for another year, but the dates of their departure kept
extending.
Once bulk of the 1, 40, 000 ISAF troops withdrew by
Dec 2014, and the two power contenders of the unnatural
unity government remained engaged in power tussle,
the Taliban accelerated their spring offensives each
year and kept gaining more and more space. Nothing
was achieved by prolonging the occupation, except
for prolonging the agony of the resistance forces,
the occupying forces, the government forces and the
civilians. But the Pentagon kept painting a rosy picture
to befool the American public that the US was winning
the war and all was okay.
Doha agreement					
Trump, after adopting a hardline approach in 2017-18,
reopened peace talks with the Taliban in Sept 2018 and
signed a peace agreement at Doha on Feb 29, 2019. The
Kabul regime was kept aside throughout the talks. While
the Taliban agreed that they will not allow Afghan soil
for terrorism against any other country, the US agreed
to exit by May 1, 2021. It was also agreed that both
sides would refrain from attacking each other, Taliban
leaders would be removed from the UN blacklist, and
the Taliban would start intra-Afghan dialogue soon
after the release of prisoners.
By the time Trump left the White House, only 2500 US
troops were left in Afghanistan. Commitments made
with the Taliban had mostly remained unfulfilled. 3500
foreign troops had been killed and more than one lac
casualties of civilians had taken place in Afghanistan
since 2009.
Violation of Doha agreement by Biden			
No sooner Joe Biden took over in January 2021, the
lobbyists sprang into action, some pro and some against
the pullout by the due date. Those against the retreat
spread scary stories. On March 29, MSNBC host Joe
Scarborough used his high-profile “Morning Joe”
show to suggest that pulling out would lead to Islamic
State militants burning people in cages and the Taliban
“cutting off the heads of young girls.”
Influenced by Pentagon, and the hawks in his party,
Israel, Kabul regime, India and 18000 security
contractors in Afghanistan, Biden decided to review
the Feb 2019 Doha agreement and seemed inclined
to delay the departure by six months or so under the
11
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plea of arriving at a political settlement. He blamed
the Taliban for violating the Doha agreement and
promoting violence.
The Taliban shot back saying they were strictly abiding
by all the clauses of the agreement but it was the US
which had not honored it. They reminded that the US
failed to get their 7000 prisoners out of 10,000 released
from the jails in all the 34 provincial capitals, it failed
to remove Taliban leaders from black list, and the US
airpower struck their fighters during their fight with
ANA.
New date of Sept 11 given for pullout		
Those in favor of timely pullout began to mount pressure
on Biden giving their set of arguments and reminding
him of the homesickness and demoralization of the left
over troops in Afghanistan, increased trends of suicides,
and tens of thousands suffering from post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD). After wrongfully blaming the
Taliban for not abiding by the terms of agreement that
were refuted, sense prevailed and Biden acted before it
was too late to avert the blowback by announcing on
April 14 the new exit date of 11 Sept to end the longest
war in US history. Four months extension was a bad
idea, futile and at the cost of loss of face.
Extension of withdrawal date was taken by the Taliban
as a violation of the agreement. They warned that after
the deadline of May 1, they will be justified to launch
their spring offensive with full force.
Hurried vacation of Bagram airbase		
The foreign troops started exiting from May 1 onwards
and the bulk of the pullout was completed by July
3 to ensure participation of the troops in the US
Independence Day on July 4. The largest and strongest
Bagram air base was the last to be vacated on the night
of 2 July. The lights of the base were put off to conceal
the exit which was undertaken in complete secrecy.
Even the ANA Commander who was to take over the
security and management of the airbase learnt about it
2 hours after their departure. No handing/taking took
place nor any sendoff arranged. The date and time of
exit was kept secret to ensure security of the US troops.
Fear was not from the Taliban who they knew would
honor their commitment, but they were not sure of the
loyalties of the ANA since they had been involved in
Green over Blue attacks and several Americans had
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died at their hands inside Bagram base.
One can imagine the fright and jangled nerves of the
last batch of US soldiers during the first half of night 2/3
July impatiently wanting to sneak out safe and sound in
one piece. Huge dumps of storage, arms, ammunition
and sophisticated equipment (3,500,000 items) were
left behind unattended. For two hours the base was
open for the Taliban to pick up things of their choice.
It was a sorry spectacle, an inglorious withdrawal
undertaken in panic and a disgrace. Only about 650 to
1000 American troops are now present in Kabul for the
protection of American diplomats and Kabul airport.
They are expected to leave by the end of August 2021.
Stepped up offensive of Taliban			
The Taliban had already drawn a comprehensive
war strategy and had divided the country into five
commands (Western, Southern, Eastern, Northern and
Central) with respective field commanders. Sirajuddin
Haqqani and Mullah Omar’s son Mullah Yaqub are
the two deputies of Haibatullah Akhundzada. Taking
advantage of the speedy withdrawal of occupation
troops, the Taliban stepped up their attacks after May
1, and in May-June captured 60-100 new districts
including seven in Badakshan northeastern province
and several districts in northern Kunduz province. At
several places, the ANA surrendered without putting
up resistance and handed over military equipment.
Well over 1000 ANA troops bolted to Tajikistan from
Badakhshan leaving behind a huge quantity of arms,
ammunition, equipment, tanks, armored cars and
vehicles.
Badghis province including its capital Qila Nau fell to
the Taliban on July 6, which is the first urban centre to
fall and will not be the last. In the remaining 4 weeks
of August, the Taliban are likely to capture many more
districts/cities and tighten the noose around major cities
including Kabul. Ultimately the centre of gravity will
reside in Kabul.
The Taliban now control 80% of Afghanistan's territory
including 250 of 398 districts. They have succeeded
in dominating all the major highways and almost all
major cities are under their siege. With such speedy and
easy successes, the Taliban stopped the intra-Afghan
dialogue and got wholly focused towards exploiting
the momentum gained and to capture as much territory
in the shortest possible time and to stand on a strong
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bargaining position.
Having gained control over Sher Khan Killi in a
district in Kunduz, which is a dry port on the border
with Tajikistan, the Taliban are now in control over the
sole crossing point between Afghanistan and Tajikistan.
Likewise, Islam Qila crossing point in Herat, capital of
Farah province bordering Iran, two crossing points of
Torkham and Chaman into Pakistan as well as Spin
Boldak, Torghundi into Turkmenistan, and the one
into Uzbekistan have also been seized. The Wakhan
corridor is in their grasp. The Taliban recovered Rupees
3 billion from the office of Afghan intelligence Col
near the entry gate at Chaman, which was meant for
payment to the proxies.
With all the transit points used for trade with other
countries and also the inter-provincial crossing points
in their control, the Taliban have started earning billions
from custom duty and toll tax to run the administration
by shadow governors and to dispense justice through
Qazi courts.
The Taliban will prefer to throttle the cities and the
government rather than head on attacks. This has
become evident from the seizure of oil tankers moving
to Kabul and other big cities by the Taliban to deny fuel
to the ANA vehicles, tanks, helicopters and jets and
thus force them to surrender.
With the acquisition of surface to air SAM anti-air
launchers as well as anti-tank FGM 148 Javelin rockets,
the Taliban are now in a position to strike ANA’s attack
helicopters and tanks. One helicopter was recently shot
down and seven ANA pilots killed. Sensing that the
Taliban are now in possession of long range rockets and
might be supplied drones by Iran, the US has installed
air defence system at the airport. Indian pilots flying
Afghan air force helicopters and India having promised
to supply 21 helicopters would now be thinking
differently
Bounded by the Doha agreement, the Taliban refrained
from attacking the foreign troops. Had they attacked
them and caused fatalities and injuries, could Biden
afford to accept responsibility for more deaths and that
too without any tangible results? It was quite obvious
that when 1, 40,000 strong ISAF couldn’t reverse the
tide from 2009 to 2019, what could 2500 troops achieve.

Lessons from history					
Learning from history, the Taliban have activated their
political and diplomatic fronts and have sent their
delegations to Moscow, Tehran, Beijing, Islamabad, and
capitals of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan,
assuring them that they are against bloodshed. China
and Turkmenistan’s concern would be the ETIM and
that of Tajikistan IMU. The Taliban have stated that
they will not allow cross border terrorism, do not war
with any neighbor, will maintain friendly relations with
them, will ensure safe, secure and strong Afghanistan,
will not allow bloodshed of the Afghans, and are
keen to rebuild the country, and would welcome the
international community to develop the war torn
country.
They have adopted a forgiving attitude and are
welcoming the Afghan troops surrendering to them.
They have assured all uniformed personnel with job
surety. They have already indicated their leniency
towards education of girls and have also said that the
future government will be all inclusive, and the system
of governance will be decided in accordance with the
wishes of the people. So far no case of killing or torture
or humiliation of the surrendered troops has been
reported. All hospitals, schools, and administrative
bodies have been allowed to remain functional. A
department of public works has been opened which
is busy constructing/repairing roads and bridges all
over the country. All this indicates that the Taliban are
maintaining a happy balance between their military,
political and diplomatic strategies and are projecting
themselves as seasoned, well versed and balanced.
Respecting the coming Eidul Azha, the Taliban
announced on July 15 a 3-month ceasefire, subject
to the Afghan regime agreeing to release their 7000
prisoners and the US removing their leaders from black
list. These are not new demands but are contained in the
Doha agreement. It is a smart move since it will placate
the Taliban fighters, shift the ball into the court of the
other side, allow the Taliban to consolidate its gains in
the captured areas, and also will refrain the ANA from
launching counter attacks to recover some of the lost
regions.
Threat of isolation. In response to the pressure exerted
upon the Taliban that they will be ostracized by the
international community if they refuse to let go their
13
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resolve to establish Islamic Emirate instead of Islamic
Republic, and shirked from establishing a broad-based
government inclusive of incumbent regime in Kabul,
or if they take over Kabul by force, they say that
governed by the pulls of geo-economics, the world
needs Afghanistan, while they could do without the
support of the world as they had done in their previous
rule. They said that the Doha agreement was by itself a
certificate of world recognition.
Role of spoilers					
The tottering Afghan regime, dejected India and
the biased western media are collectively spreading
scary stories and demeaning the Taliban that they are
responsible for the violence and instability and are noncooperative to restore peace. To tarnish the Taliban’s
policy of forgiveness and announcement of general
amnesty to all, a story is in circulation that the Taliban
killed 22 Afghan commandos in their captivity. The
news were denied by the Taliban, saying that after
losing the battle, the commandos were caught while
they were trying to cross into Turkmenistan and they
are with them as guests.
In order to hide their embarrassment, the government
officials of Afghanistan are spreading false news that
Pakistan army special units are taking part in operations
with the Taliban against the ANA. They also alleged
that the PAF provided close support to the Taliban in
certain areas. Going further, they alleged that the PAF
had warned ANA and air force that any attempt to
dislodge the Taliban from Spin Boldak will be repelled
by PAF.
The propagandists in Afghanistan and their western
backers look the other way to the double dealings of
India. India’s two C-17s were sent to Kandahar on July
10 -11 to evacuate their stranded diplomats and RAW
operatives. On each day, 40 tons of war munitions
consisting of 120 mm mortars, 122 mm artillery shells
and small arms ammunition was off loaded for use
by the ANA. Same quantity of arms was offloaded
at Kabul airport. On one hand India is bending over
backwards to win the friendship of the Taliban, and on
the other hand it is supplying arms to the ANA to fight
the Taliban.
The US legacy of failures				
The Americans are leaving a legacy of failures. They
could neither defeat nor contain the Taliban, nor were
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in a position to stay on or exit safely. They could not
develop the country, alleviate poverty and reduce
illiteracy. They also failed to end corruption and
improve the governance of the regime it installed in
Kabul, and couldn’t sufficiently train the ANA and
inculcate desired motivation and will to be able to fight
the rag-tag Taliban. A small percentage of the elite and
the ruling regime got rich while the vast majority still
live in abject poverty. Not a single objective could be
accomplished. The US earned nothing from this illconceived venture except for losing grace, respect and
incurring huge financial loss. It has shown the world
that there has been yet another war which the US
couldn’t win.
War losses						
The foreign soldiers killed in Afghanistan — almost
3,500 of them, including 1,892 American combatants
— have died for nothing. The entire war has been a
disgraceful catastrophe.
Cost of Afghan war $ 2.26 trillion; human cost 241000;
refugees 2.7 million; persons displaced 4 million; to
train one soldier in Afghanistan $175,000 and salary $
45000; expenses of technology, research and vehicles
$ 300,000 per soldier; miscellaneous expenses $ 1.5
million per soldier; guns & equipment $28,000 per
soldier. A soldier cost $ 2 million in the USA. It doesn’t
include the expenditures on treating 66000 PSDs cases,
thousands of injured and crippled, or the amount spent
on bribes and covert operations. After recklessly
spending so much, Afghanistan was left worse off than
before.
Afghan urbanites in panic				
The urbanites in Afghanistan are in panic and are
spending sleepless nights fearing how the Taliban would
deal with them. They are trying to flee the country;
hundreds are lined up daily outside the embassies
seeking visas. They are thoroughly disappointed
and disillusioned with the American forces, and feel
they have been left high and dry at the mercy of the
marauding Taliban.
Elbowed by the faltering Afghan regime, few hundred
women came out on the streets in some cities holding
guns and placards and chanting anti-Taliban slogans, in
their bid to stir up demoralized Afghan forces. A rally
of non-Pashtuns was also stage-managed to show to
the world that the people are against the Taliban and
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the situation is getting ripened for a civil war. 8-10
warlords are also flexing their muscles to reactivate
their militias. Historically, the liberals and seculars
have mostly welcomed the invaders and became their
loyalists, or fled the country, and seldom took up arms.
Iran and Pakistan’s importance			
Iran which sits on the mouth of the strategic Strait of
Hormuz in the Indian Ocean is important for China for
the extension of CPEC into Middle Eastern and African
markets and beyond. For this purpose, Beijing signed $
450 billion long term strategic agreement with Iran and
managed to throw out India from the Chahbahar project
and the railway line project connecting Zahidan with
Helmand and beyond in Afghanistan. The agreement
included the stationing of 5000 Chinese troops on
Iranian soil.
China eager to fill the power vacuum		
After the departure of the US, China is anxious to fill
the vacuum left behind by the US in Afghanistan. It
is already in close liaison with the ruling regime in
Kabul and the Taliban. It had been persuading Ashraf
Ghani since 2016 to join the BRI but he was reluctant
due to American and Indian factors. After the Doha
agreement, the Chinese officials were constantly in
touch with the Taliban and found them receptive. The
CPEC is the flagship project of the BRI, which cannot
attain its optimum economic potential without taking
Afghanistan in the loop.
For China, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran are equally
important for the success of the CPEC, and in this
regard peace and stability in neighboring Afghanistan,
which is contiguous to Pakistan and three Republics
of Central Asia is essential in order to draw maximum
benefits from the six mineral laden Central Asian States.
China is keen to build a highway connecting Peshawar
with Kabul to connect Afghanistan with CPEC and is
looking forward to lay road infrastructure, railway line
and gas/oil pipelines.
Both China and Pakistan can jointly do a lot to develop
the war-ravaged country. China must also be eagerly
eyeing the mineral resources of Afghanistan, which the
US couldn’t extract.
Turkey’s insistence on defending Kabul airport
Turkey has been part of the coalition taking part in
the war on terror in Afghanistan. Since 2007, its 500

troops have been defending Kabul airport and are still
there. Being part of NATO, Erdogan offered to continue
performing this role after the departure of the US
troops. He asked the US to provide financial, political
and diplomatic support. He also asked for Hungary
and Pakistan to provide additional support. Probably
Erdogan has made this offer hoping that the US would
remove sanctions imposed over the installation of the
Russian S-400 air defence system in Turkey, facilitate
Turkey’s membership of EU, and overlook Turkey’s
intrusion in the eastern Mediterranean for oil and gas
exploration.
The Taliban have however reacted strongly stating that
if the Turkish troops didn’t withdraw by Sept 11, it will
be against the Doha agreement and the violators will
be branded as occupiers, and dealt with accordingly.
They said that they are quite capable of managing and
defending Kabul airport.
Prospects of civil war
In my view, the spoilers of peace are drumming up
a fake narrative of civil war, refugee influx and all
regional countries getting affected by the intensified
instability in Afghanistan under the Taliban. What
could be worse than what has been experienced by the
Afghans and Pakistan during the 20-year war on terror?
The situation would gradually calm down after August
31 provided the spoilers are kept at bay and the Taliban
allowed to restore peace and order, and Pakistan plays
its cards sagaciously. Pakistan should avoid going an
extra mile to help the illegitimate Kabul regime which
is pro-India and anti-Pakistan, merely to please the US
and in the bargain dishearten the Taliban. In case the
situation becomes explosive in Afghanistan brewed up
by the spoilers, there is a possibility of China deploying
its peace keeping force in the war torn country.
Pakistan’s response
Instead of reaching out to the Taliban and extending
support to them in their testing times when the whole
world seems to have ganged up against them, Pakistan
has teamed up with others to maximize pressure upon
them and is creating hurdles in their way. It looks as
if Pakistan is friendlier with their adversaries. It has
been constantly pressuring the Taliban to enter into an
agreement with the US installed regime in Kabul which
the Taliban view as collaborators and illegitimate.
The loaded statement of the Taliban spokesperson
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Zabihullah Mujahid is evocative and says it all. The
last sentence of his interview to a Pakistani TV channel
was, “If our decisions were in the hands of Pakistan, the
USA would have succeeded in its mission a long time
back, forcing us to surrender and after tying our hands
and legs, handed us over to others”.
The writer is a retired Brig Gen, war veteran, defence &
security analyst, international columnist, author of five
books, Chairman Thinkers Forum Pakistan, Director Measac
Research Centre, member CWC PESS, Member Council TJP.

GOOD BOYS
The conduct of NSC meeting in the
Parliament House was considered
essential to apprise all the relevant
stakeholders about fast changing
national, regional and international
situation. These developments have
direct and indirect implications of Col Hamid Ghani Anjum
imposing threat to our security. The session planned for
few hours was extended to prolonged duration because
of the situation and the queries of Parliamentarians. The
atmosphere was conducive and the smooth process of
proceedings sent soothing signals to the whole nation.
The concerns were discussed with an effort to evolve
consensus on solidifying the national approach to
chaotic challenges. The long awaited sanity prevailed
and no traditional uproar was witnessed during this
very important meeting of national significance. No
amount of threats can thwart the will and determination
of a nations which have the resolve to stand united to
confront any impending challenges to its existence. The
whole spectrum changes when you find no dissenting
voices on any trivial thing whatsoever.
The uprising of fissures in our peripheries can’t be
ignored and we have no choice but to take punitive
actions to nip the evil in the bud. The identification
of enemy’s sinister designs has to be understood and
then analysed critically to evolve our plan of action.
The meticulous details of implementation strategy help
us to make sound preparation to achieve surprise. This
expertise will enable us to carryout deception and get
hold of wicked enemy and its stooges from the neck.
The concept of stitch in time can surely save us to
have nine. We at no cost be oblivious of the hybrid war
techniques and thus have to trigger our mechanisms with
utmost efficiency by exhibiting our highly professional
credence of expertise. The horny inroads of poisonous
waves of media onslaught of concocted stories have to
be tackled with vigorous campaigns. The emphasis on
cultivation of sympathetic grounds in an unfavourable
hostile arena has to be instituted in a subtle manner. The
beauty of smart moves lies in its simplicity and crude
manner. The aim is to derive maximum information for
evolving our threat perception. All ifs and buts have to
be thrashed with due implications of reactive stance of
aggressive actions. The face of the faceless enemy has
to be traced out by moving into the covert nests of the
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safe heavens of disguised intruders.
Efficiency demands thinking ahead of time with force
able outcomes of possible actions of reactions and
vice versa. If you trigger a booster then have to take
measures to save yourself from the possible splinter
effect.
We have to have faith in our destiny to preserve the
sanctity of our beloved country. We ought to pull the
strings to open its shady arms to stretch the shelter of
safety upon dear dwellers of our motherland.
We cannot afford to relegate our priorities to read and
interpret the evil designs of our wicked enemy. There is
no option to relax but to remain on our toes to exercise
ever vigilant and hawkish eye to even count the layers
of the wings of spying birds on our sacred skies. Let’s
revive our pledge to trade honor before disgrace. Let’s
make a gentleman promise with ourselves to sacrifice
our comforts for the impending hardships. Why can’t
we decide once and for all to search our own columns
to find out the hate monger traitors and take them to
task. We have to pursue our commitment to strengthen
our resolve to prove equal to the task with unflinching
determination to raise our flag higher and higher.
We are bestowed with the God-gifted potential of
courage, unflinching faith and motivation to leave no
stone unturned in reviving our deteriorated image. Let’s
rise to the occasion to rediscover our lost pride and
heritage to call the shots. Let all our enemies and the
world realize the resurgence uprising among our rank
and files to prove ourselves equal to the task. Let people
know that we have no aggressive designs of expanding
our borders but cannot afford to accept any disturbance
in our solace of peaceful existence. We cannot tolerate
any turmoil in our domestic affairs and will not permit to
use our sacred land for any misadventures, whatsoever.
A prolific analyst who is a frequent contributor of
current issues in various national magazines and
newspapers.A research scholar who is striving to
dig out the details of rich treasures of culture and
traditions of Lahore.

BUGLES AND THE CROSSED
SWORDS

Impressions are all incomplete unless Lt Col Ashraf Faiz Rtd
they are etched onto heart
Music is nothing but deafening noise unless it’s played
by heart
The title is borrowed from John Masters’, “Bugles and
a Tiger”, Lt Col John Masters, 2nd Battalion, 4th Prince
of Wales Own, Ghurkha Rifles, was a regular soldier
and a famed writer, a rare phenomenon indeed. He
romanticised soldiering; for him it was a way of life,
a joyful calling, a romantic affair and not just another
occupation.
Romance springs up from the youthful love of
adventure, tinged with imagination, leading to chivalry
and self-sacrifice for a person, an institution or a cause.
Military romance has two components; professional
pride and love for adventure. Half a century back, when
I joined army, I saw a glimpse of this fading romance,
which is dwindling with each passing day. Careerism
and ambition be damned that spark an irresistible urge
for material gains.
Evolution of the Pakistan Army is linked to three historic
events, which had national, regional and international
implications. The partition of India, the great divide, led
to the birth of Pakistan and the first Pakistan Army (19471971); The fall of East Pakistan, led to the emergence of
second Pakistan Army (1971-2001); and occurrence of
9/11, led to the creation of third Pakistan Army (2001till date). All the three armies had different outlooks,
administrative encumbrances, operational preferences,
and achievements and disappointments; depending
upon the geo-political and geo-economic environment
of the region, prevalent internal and external situation,
and political and economic conditions of the country.
The common denominator being, they have all been
India- centric and their performance at regimental level
has always been praiseworthy, but that of the brass has
generally been wanting.
A short story of Pakistan Army during various stages of
its evolution is appended below:
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First Army (1947-1971) 				
It was a legacy of the British Indian Army, the onethird that we inherited as part of our share at the time of
partition. It was a mercenary calling, an imperial army,
maintained for furtherance of colonial ambitions. It was
a mature and grown-up institution that had seen ninety
years of soldiering, mostly in the shape of internal
strife, apart from the two Great Wars (1914-1918) and
(1939-1935).
Being true to its genesis, it retained its colonial outlook,
expect for some cosmetic changes introduced in 1956,
when Pakistan became a republic. It continued like this
till the early 1960’s, when U.S military aid started to
flow in, as a result of a treaty that we had been obliged to
sign with them. This was a turning point, when it began
to transform from British Colonialism (a traditional
approach to soldiering) to American Imperialism (a
pragmatic approach to soldiering).
The interregnum between the two Indo-Pak Wars of
1965 and 1971, was a brief period that by default (after
the stale mate of 1965 misadventure) saw a sudden surge
in nationalism. The youth of the time joined army in
scores (Nooro’s Bharti), inspired by the heartwarming
songs of Malka e Taranum, Noor Jahan, ever ready to
sacrifice their lives for the defense of their mother land.
On the operational side, twice it involved itself with
India, over misadventure in Kashmir (1947 and 1965),
as a consequence we dearly paid, by losing half of our
country in 1971.
The recognition that this army rightly deserves, lies
in its organisation and training ability. Starting from
almost a scratch, it laid down the foundation of a wellorganized, well-equipped and well-trained force that
could squarely face its adversary.

The cold war between U.S and Soviet Union, provided
the chance it was looking for. It quickly grabbed the
opportunity and became allies of Imperial America and
Islamic Jihadists in Afghanistan at the same time, later
to be traded with “enlightened moderation”, a term that
was fancied for liberal Islam, which tend to coexist,
but continue to trample each other. U.S dollars and
equipment started to flow in, the Afghan Mujahedeen
were suitably organized, trained and launched to
counter the Soviets in Afghanistan. The operation was
a great success, the Soviets were compelled to exit
Afghanistan. The withdrawal of a superpower was
a no mean feat, for which the Pakistan Army rightly
deserves an acclaim.
Now it was time to turn towards India, pay her back
for her military adventurism in the erstwhile, East
Pakistan; by supporting the Khalistan Movement and
the Sikh Cause in the Punjab, as it had done in Bengal.
It was a full-blown secessionist movement that had
endured for more than a decade. Its success could
have paid strategic dividends to Pakistan, by having a
friendly Sikh State on its Eastern borders. But, before
it could lead to its logical conclusion, the architects of
Soviet defeat in Afghanistan, who were now looking
eastwards, were eliminated in an air crash. They had
surely paid the price for their convictions.
Being true to its legacy, this army also didn’t refrain
from adventurism in Kashmir. The Kargil Conflict,
initiated in the summer of 1999, was a strategic failure
in the sense that it failed to achieve its mission, it
resulted in large number of unwarranted causalities
and brought humiliation in the wake of a politically,
manipulated seize fire.

To be fair with the officers and men who served this
army, British Colonialism was its heritage and American
Imperialism its compulsion.

The biggest achievement of this army, a feather in its
cap for all times to come, was the accusation of nuclear
capability in 1988. It has gone a long way to achieve
strategic balance with India, which is so essential for
our survival as an honorable nation.

Second Army (1971-2001)				
It took birth from the ashes of defeat in 1971. It was
a demoralised force, faced with the uphill task of
standing on its feet once again. It had found the hard
way that India wasn’t a trustworthy neighbor, it had to
be paid back in the same coin that it deserved and for
that the army had to be strong.

Third Army (2001- Till date)			
I joined army, more than half a century back. I had
the honour of serving the first two armies, the third I
witnessed as a by stander only. I hung up boots in 1989,
when by a stroke of chance, I was transferred to the
Airports Security Force, where I tensely policed for
two long decades.
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The third army came into being as a fate accompli, as
a fall out of 9/11 (11th September 2001), an Aviation
Security disaster of colossal proportions that had
befallen the U.S.A. As a consequence, we were coerced
into a treaty by simply asking us: Are we with them
or not, in that hour of trial and tribulation? Regardless
of choice, once again we became allies of Imperial
America.
It was a rude awakening, we were in for an altogether
different form of war, called “War on Terror”, where
neither the enemy was visible, nor were the targets
identifiable. We were not prepared for an asymmetric
war. We were an army trained for conventional warfare,
we had to quickly prime ourselves for the new type of
war, but before it could be done, it had already proven
costly in terms of causalities.
This was a war that required very little generalship;
it required expertise in minor tactics, policing and
intelligence gathering. That is why it was referred
to as a “Subaltern’s War”. The art of generalship lay
in maintenance of the cause of fighting, when its
righteousness was subject to doubt; the morale and
the discipline of troops in the face of heavy odds, in
difficult operational environments; and of course, foolproof and efficient administration in the field.
The visible achievement of this army is a victory in sight,
in this long-drawn war on terror. A commendation is due
to all those who physically fought this war, sacrificed
their precious lives for it or were badly maimed in it,
just to bring peace to their beloved country.
The generalship deserves a word of praise that
they kept the cause of war alive, they succeeded in
maintaining the moral of troops and they prevented the
discipline from snapping all together. Thanks to some
welfare measures and rehabilitation schemes, initiated
by the army that have over a period of time, become
synonymous with military service. However, they tend
to draw flak by some segments of society and some
worthy writers, who have little insight into the army
way of life. They fail to comprehend, what it means to
soldiers and soldiering, be it the officer’s class or rank
and file.
A question arises! How long can this go on and how
long can the nation afford to support it?

aspects have been allowed to take root in our army
and get institutionalized: Sacrifice and abundance of
sacrifice: assumption of civil power, whenever deemed
necessary, along with its pitfalls and pay-offs: and a
gradual and continuous bent towards materialism, in
line with the changing socio-economic order. Thus, the
narrative: it’s a profession for those who are prepared
to sacrifice for their country, who desire to serve
their country and see it prosper and who wish to lead
honorable and dignified lives.
Old soldiers never die, they simply fade away: As an
old soldier, I wish to share with my comrades in arms
and others to be, an old army adage, an embodiment of
moral values and high professional standards, inscribed
on the walls of the “Ingall Hall “at the PMA, Kakul. It’s
a legacy of IMA, Dhera Dun or “Indian Sandhurst” as
it was called, which served as an oath, at the time of its
inception in 1932.
The safety, honour and welfare of your country comes
first, always and every time.
The honour, welfare and comfort of the men you
command come next.
Your own ease, comfort and safety come last, always
and every time.
It’s a perfect code of conduct for selfless military
leaders, who love their country and their men. This
spirit of selflessness, endowed to posterity by the
father of the nation, in his address to the officers of the
Command and Staff College, Quetta in 1948, needs to
be jealously guarded, Lest, it is eroded by changing
trends and social values. As is the case with the national
motto, Unity-Faith-Discipline, given by the father of
the nation. On a bleak day in 2005, a zealous head of
state, in his naivety, got it re-arranged and re-worded, as
Faith-Unity-Discipline. Regretfully its now displayed
on a prominent hillock, next to the Quaid’s Portrait in its
new form, alongside the Islamabad Expressway, where
it stares in the face, while plying towards the capital.
All of this has to be seen in the overall national context,
it’s high time we define national interest, devise ways
and means to uphold it and not to do anything that is
contrary to it, however, trivial it may seem. Before, I
bid adieu mon ami, to my valued reader, a couplet in
Persian: -

Irrespective of the era, right from the day one, three
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There’s a pain in my heart, if I say my tongue burns
If I don’t, I fear the marrow in my bones will burn
It was narrated to me at the turn of the century, by a veteran from the first PMA Course, a family elder, in the
twilight years of his life. Two decades hence in 2020, when I am passing through the same stage of life, the gut
feeling is still there. I pray and hope the future generations of my beloved country, can rid themselves of this
deep-rooted slough of despond.
Lt Col Ashraf Faiz, retired is author of seven books, two of which are on army culture: From First Post to Last
Post - A journey through army culture and The Gunners - A cultural trail.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE GOVERNANCE OF CHINA
1949 to 1977 Mao Zedong created a Nation
1978 to 2012 Deng Xiaoping carved in Development
Since 2013 Xi Jinping isembarrassing the Chinese Dream of
Socialist Modernisation and National Rejuvenation
With faith in honour, resilience, Marxism, Chinese Socialistic
Characters and Taoism; The Chinese President Xi Jinping by
following the steps of his predecessor is dynamically leading the nation to Dream
China. The successful leadership of The President Xi Jinping is deepened in his
Vibrant Governance has proved to be role model. His governance has lifted 60
million out of poverty, 13 million urban jobs annually, pursuance of environmental
excellence with 4500 Km long Great Green Wall along Gobi Desert and variety
of infrastructural and social development events in China are an evidence of his
sincere leadership for development of his people and Successful Governance. Belt Road Initiative is expanding his
governance influence in all the continents involving 127 countries, 4.6 billion people and an increase of five trillion
USD in trade. Dream to build China into a great Modern Socialist Country that is
prosperous, strong, democratic, culturally advanced, harmonious and beautiful by
mid-century. As a communist party leader he is asserting to finish the gap between
unbalanced and inadequate development between Eastern and Western China. On
international level Chinese diplomacy aims at fostering new type international
relations and building a global community of shared future.
Dr. Hassan Y. Malik

Governance Philosophy
Leadership		
										
Communist Party Leadership is being followed as the most distinguished feature of Chinese Socialistic Characters
and President’s governance philosophy with ensuing facets:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

Ensuring Party Leadership over all work
Committing to people –centered approach
Continuing to comprehensively deepen reform
Adopting new vision for development
Seeing that people are masters of the country
Ensuring every dimension of governance is law based
Upholding the core socialist values
Ensuring and improving living standards through development
Ensuring harmony between human and nature
Pursuing a holistic approach to national security
Upholding absolute Party Leadership over the people’s armed forces
Upholding the principle of “one country, two systems” and promoting national unification
Building a global community of shared future
Exercising full and rigorous governance over the Party

Developing Modernised Economy
Chinses economy has been transitioning from phase of rapid growth to a stage of high quality development. With
a view to steadily strengthen the innovative capacity and competitiveness of Chinese economy succeeding facets
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are imperative:
a. Furthering supply-side structural reform
b. Making China country of innovators
c. Pursuing a true revitalization strategy
d. Implementing the coordinated regional development
strategy
e. Accelerating efforts to improve the socialist market
economy
f. Making new ground in pursuing opening up on all
fronts
Ensuring People’s Position as Masters of Country
and Socialist Democracy
a. Upholding the unity of the Party’s leadership, the
people’s position as masters of the country and law
based governance
b. Strengthening institutional guarantees to ensure the
people are master of the country
c. Giving play to the important role of socialist
consultative Democracy
d. Advancing La Based Governance
e. Deepening reform of Party and government
institutions and system of government administration
Consolidating and developing the patriotic united
front Building Strong Cultural Confidence and
Helping Socialist Culture to Flourish
a. Holding firmly the leading position in ideological
work
b. Cultivating and observing core socialistic values
c. Raising intellectual and moral standards
d. Seeing Socialist literature and art thrive
e. Promoting cultural programmes and industries
Growing Better at Ensuring and improving People’s
Wellbeing and strengthening and Developing New
Approaches to Social Governance
a. Giving priority to developing education
b. Improving quality of employment and raising
incomes
c. Strengthening the social security system
d. Winning the battle against poverty
e. Carrying out the Healthy China initiative
f. Establishing a social governance model based on
collaboration, participation, and common interests
g. Effectively safeguarding national security
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Speeding Up Reforms of System for Developing an
Eco-Civilisation, and Building Beautiful China
a. Promoting green development
b. Solving prominent environmental problems
c. Intensifying protection of ecosystems
d. Reforming the environmental regulation system
Staying committed to path of Building Strong Armed
Forces and Fully Advancing the Modernisation of
National Defence and the Ministry
Upholding “One Country, Two Systems” and
Moving Towards National Reunification
a. People of Hong Kong governing Hong Kong
b. People of Macao governing Macao
c. China must continue to support the two
governments and Chief Executives of both regions
for development and harmony
d. Development of Hong Kong and Macao is closely
tied up with that of Mainland
e. Resolving the Taiwan question to realise China’s
complete reunification isthesharedaspirationof all
Chinese people, and is in fundamental interest of
the Chinese nation.
f. We must uphold the principles a “peaceful
reunification” and “one country, two systems”.
g. g. The one-China principle is the political
foundation of cross Straits relations.
h. It is imperative to expand cross-straits economic
and cultural exchanges and cooperation for mutual
benefit
i. Mainland people have the resolve, the confidence
and the ability to defeat separatist attempts for
“Taiwan independence” in any form and will never
allow anyone, any organisation, or any political
party, at any time or in any form , to separate any
part of Chinese territory from China
Exercising Strict Governance over the Party and
improving the Party’s Ability to Govern and Lead
a. Putting the Party’s political foundations first
b. Arming the whole Party with thoughts of Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era
c. Training a contingent of competent and professional
officials
d. Strengthening primary-level Party Organisation
e. Working closely to improve Party conduct and
enforce Party discipline
f. Securing a sweeping victory in fight against
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corruption
g. Improving the Party and state oversight system
h. Strengthening every dimension of our ability for
governance
Leading officials should have two factors in mind:
One is the strategic goal of achieving national
rejuvenation; the other is the world experiencing a
level of change unseen in a country
Four Consciousnesses for overall CPC Leadership
a. Keep in line with the Central Committee in thinking,
action and political orientation.
b. Uphold the authority of Central Committee and its
centralized unified leadership
c. Resolutely implement the Central Committee’s
decisions and plans in all their work
d. Not engage in political maneuverings
e. Every member of Central Committee must take a
clear political stance
f. Officials should not simply express their compliance
verbally, but must put it into action
g. The primary requirement in adhering to Party
leadership is to uphold the CPC Central Committee’s
authority and centralized unified leadership.
h. Party has been established in line with the Marxist
principle of creating a political party, with a
complete setup consisting of the central, local and
grassroots units
Initiative and Resolve in Reinforcing the Party’s
Political Foundation
a. Party’s political character is wholesome, and its
discipline in strict
b. With more than 90 million members and 4.5 million
grassroots organisations , it is not easy for the party
to preserve develop its nature of Marxist political
party
c. Reinforcing Party’s political foundations is a
mission without end that must never in any way be
neglected
d. In 1929 Mao Zedong at Gutian Meeting put forward
the principle of strengthening the Party and army
with a sound political philosophy
e. Adhering to correct political directions
f. Political commitment should be compass for our
work
g. Upholding the Party’s political leadership
h. Consolidating the political foundation

i.
j.
k.
l.

Fostering a healthy political environment
Guarding against political risks
Maintaining political integrity of communists
Two Upholds; one of the important goal of the
Aspiration and Mission education campaign is to
cultivate the loyal, upright and responsible political
character of party members and officials, especially
those in leadership positions, and to ensure that the
whole Party is united in thoughts and concerned
actions
m. Improved the system of Party leadership, the
government, the military
n. Manage all kinds of organisations and institutions
in accordance with the law, and continue to strictly
control their personnel expansion
Primary for middle of this century			
To develop China into a great socialist country that is
prosperous, strong, democratic, culturally advanced,
harmonious, and beautiful, and goals for enhancing our
governance system and capacity- system n all fields
are further improved and modernisation of our state
governance system and capacity is basically achieved
by 2035, and modernisation of the state governance
system and capacity is fully realised by the middle of
the 21st century.
Have Full Confidence in Chinese Socialist System;
China’s social system and state governance system
have a profound historical background
The people are our greatest strength in governance
a. The people are the creators of the history,
fundamental force of determining the future of the
Party and the country
b. Most pressing issues that are essential to people’s
immediate interests
c. Upload fundamental stance of siding with the
people, and striving for the wellbeing of the people
as our ultimate mission
d. Party serves the people wholeheartedly in pursuit of
their wellbeing
e. People are Party’s greatest strength in governance
f. Running such a huge country is a great responsibility,
and it brings arduous work
A New Chapter in the Fight Against Poverty; By end
2017 poverty decreased from 98.99 million to 68.53
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million which is about 70 per cent.
a. Identify the poor accurately
b. Arrange targeted programme
c. Utilise capital efficiently
d. Take household-based measures
e. Dispatch first Party secretaries based on village
conditions
f. Achieve the set goals
China will open even wider
a. Significantly broaden market access
b. Create more attractive investment environments
c. Strengthen protection of intellectual property rights
d. Take initiative to expand imports
Roll Out Free Trade Ports
a. CPC Central Committee has consented to build a
pilot free trade zone across Hainan Island
b. Free trade port represents the highest level of
opening up
c. Tap the potential for increased imports
d. Relax market access by shortening the negative list
on foreign investment to reduce restrictions and
facilitate investments
e. Fostering world class business environments
f. Explore new heights of opening up
g. Promote international cooperation at multilateral
and bilateral levels
Open up and cooperate towards a shared future
a. Need to work together to build an open global
economy through cooperation
b. Need to build an open, innovation-driven world
economy
c. Need to build an open global economy for mutual
benefits
d. China will continue to open up its market of 1.4
billion people
e. China will continue to improve its business
environments
China’s Economy: From High Speed Growth to
High-Quality Development
a. It is an essential requirements for our country
to maintain sustained and sound economic
development
b. It is an essential requirement for China to adapt
to the evolution of principal challenges facing
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Chinese society and achieve moderate prosperity
and socialist modernisation in all respects
c. It is an essential requirement for China to follow the
well-established rules of economic development
Make China a Global Center for Science and
Innovation
a. High quality scientific and technological services to
underpin a modern economic system
b. We should committed to independent innovation
and build up our confidence and our capability
c. We should reform in depth the system of science
and technology in all respect, improve innovative
efficiency and inspire innovation vitality
Boost the Private Sector
a. Chinese economy is solid and resilient
b. China enjoys favourable conditions and has solid
material foundations for development
c. China has abundant human recourses; work force
of more than 900 million
d. China vast territory rich in land resources
e. Address the difficulties for private enterprises
f. The playing field should be leveled
g. Policy implementation should be improved
h. Cordial and Clean relationship between governance
and business should be established
i. Entrepreneurs’ personal and property safety should
be protected
Measures for Coordinated Regional Development
a. Form a unified, open, competitive and orderly
national market for products and resources
b. Should bring pensions premiums under national
unified management as soon as possible
c. Reform the land management system
d. Improve the system for dual control over the amount
and intensity of energy consumption
e. Enhance government transfer payment system
Advance the rule of law under Chinese Socialism
a. Strengthen the CPC’s leadership role in law-based
governance
b. Uphold the principle that the people enjoy the
principle status in Chinese society
c. Up hold socialist rule of law with Chinese
characteristics
d. Developed a system of socialist rule of law with
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Chinese characteristics
e. Push forward coordinated progress in law
based governance, exercise of state power, and
government administration, and promote the
integrated development of the rule of law for the
country, the government, and society
f. Govern the country and exercise state power within
the framework of the constitution
g. Ensure sound lawmaking, strict law enforcement,
impartial administration of justice, and the
observance of law by all
h. Properly handle relationship concerning law based
governance
i. Develop a contingent of high caliber legal personnel
with morale integrity and professional competence
In the Current Era, the overall requirements for
strengthen and improving the work of the CPPCC
are:
a. Enhance the Four Consciousnesses
b. Make upholding and developing socialism with
Chinese Characteristics
c. Champion the two major themes of unity and
democracy and forge effective Consciousnesses
d. Shoulder the political responsibility of Carrying out
the CPCCentral Committee’s decisions
e. Contribute to theinitiatives of securing a decisive
victory in building a moderately prosperous society.
Heighten a sense of Chinese Identity
a. Uphold the CPC leadership, unite all ethnic groups
and lead them forward on the path of Chinese
socialism
b. Work to create a better life for all ethnic groups
and ensure that ethnic minority groups achieve
moderate prosperity and modernisation together
with the rest of the country
c. Uphold the core socialist value in building a cultural
home shared by all ethnic groups
d. Uphold the unity of the Chinese nation and enhance
communication and integration between ethnic
groups
e. Handle ethnic affairs in accordance with the law
and ensure that citizens of all ethnic groups are
equal before the law
A Nation must have a Soul
a. Keep pace with the time

b. b. Adopt a people-centered approach
c. c. Create fine works for the people
d. d. Build social norms by promoting virtue
Raise Student Awareness of the thought on Socialism
with Chinese Characteristics for a new Era
a. Key to improving education in political philosophy
is to fully implement the party’s policies on
education
b. Education should always serve the people, the
CPC’s governance of China, the development of
Chinese socialism, reforms and opening up and
socialist modernisation
c. Courses on political philosophy are fundamental to
building strong moral character
d. Teachers are the key to developing these courses
and we should give full rein to there enthusiasm,
initiative and creativity
Remove Institutional Barriers to educational
development
a. The Mechanism to promote education on values
and moral integrity should be improved to correct
the warped evaluation system that guide the
development of education system
b. Drive deeper reforms of schools operating
mechanism and education management to fully
realise the vigor of education
c. Improve the capacity of education to serve economic
and social development
d. Open educational sector wider to the outside world
to enhance its influence around the world
Protecting the Eco-Environments
a. Pursue the harmonious coexistence between
humanity and nature
b. Clear Waters and green mountains are invaluable
assets
c. Good eco-environment is the most inclusive form
of public wellbeing
d. Mountains, rivers, forests, lakes and grasslands are
s community of life
e. Protect the eco-environment with strictest
regulations and laws
Win the battle against Pollution
a. Develop a system of creating an eco-civilisation
b. Push for green development across the board
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c. Give top priority to addressing eco-environmental
problems in improving people’s life
d. Forestall eco-environmental risks effectively
NIMBY (“not in my back yard)
e. Promote eco-environmental progress through
further institutional reforms
f. Improve eco-environmental governance
Build a Green and Beautiful Homeland for AA
(“Live Green, Live Better)
Eco-Conservation and Quality Development of
Yellow River Basin
Strengthen the Party’s Leadership and Organisation
in the Military
a. uphold
absolute
Party
leadership
over the military;
b. enhance
political
education to improve
Party conduct in the
military;
c. preserve the unity of military through theoretical
education;
d. strengthen Party organistaion in military;
e. set up qualification requirements for military
officers;
f. improve Party conduct and enforce party discipline;
g. tight corruption and punish vice;
h. lead the military in maintaining original aspirations,
abandoning out dated practices, and creating new
institutions; and
i. Ensure party self-governance with stricter, harsher
and more punitive discipline.
Promote Development in Hong Kong and Macao as
Part of China’s Development
a. Hong Kong and Macao Compatriots were the first
to make investments in mainland
b. Hong Kong and Macao Compatriots caused chain
reaction-attracting flood of international capital to
mainland
c. Hong Kong and Macao Compatriots have added
US$ 1.02 trillion which is 54% of inbound
investment to main land
d. Hong Kong and Macao Compatriots were first to
share the experience of international market with
mainland
e. Hong Kong and Macao were the primary factors in
26

f.
g.
h.
i.

making a decision to establish Special Economic
Zones
By mid-1990s 80% of Hong Kong and Macao
manufacturers moved to Pearl RiverDelta
China piloted many opening up polices in Hong
Kong and Macao, first
RMB internationalisation also started in Hong
Kong
Guangdong Hong Kong - Macao Grater Bay Area

As per One China Principle, China and Taiwan
have reached the 1992 Consensus that “both sides
of Taiwan Strait belong to one China and will work
together towards national reunification

a. Work together to promote China’s rejuvenation and
achieve its peaceful reunification
b. Explore a ‘twosystem” solution to the Taiwan
question and enrich our efforts towards peaceful
reunification
c. Abide by the one-China principle and ensure
prospects for peaceful reunification
d. Promote integrated development of two sides and
cement the foundation for peaceful reunification
e. Forge closer bonds of hearts and mind between
people on both sides and strengthen joint
commitment to peaceful reunification
Break New Ground in Chin’s Major-Country
Diplomacy; Must firmly uphold China’s sovereignty,
national security, and development interests, activity
participate n reform of the global governance system
and steer its course
a. Upholding the authority of the CPC Central
Committee and strengthening the Party’s centralized
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and unified leadership over China’s foreign affairs
b. Pursuing major-country diplomacy with distinctive
Chinese features to accomplish the Great
rejuvenation of Chinses nation
c. Building a global community of shared future
to safe guard world peace and promote common
development
d. Upholding socialism with Chinese Characteristics
and enhancing our strategic confidence
e. Pursuing the Belt and Road Initiative under the
principles of extensive consultation and joint
contribution to benefit all
f. Pursuing peaceful development on the basis of
mutual respect and win-win cooperation
g. Building a global partnerships through pursuing a
broad diplomatic agenda
h. Steering reform of the global governance system to
promote greater equity and justice
i. Upholding China’s sovereignty, national security,
and development interests as our and nonnegotiable position, and shaping China’s distinctive
diplomatic conduct by drawing on its best traditions
and adapting to the changing time
Role of the BRICS in Building a Global Community
of Shared Future
a. Need to pursue win-win cooperation to build an
open economy
b. Need to Pursue innovation and seize development
opportunities
c. Need to Pursue inclusive growth to deliver benefits
to the peoples of all countries
d. Uphold multilateralism and improve global
governance

g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

future that promotes harmony between man and
nature
g.ndustrial promotion initiative
Infrastructure connectivity initiative
Trade facilitation initiative
Green development initiative
Capacity building imitative
People- to- people exchange initiative
Peace and Security initiative

Build a Maritime Community of Shared Future
a. The Chinese Navy will enhance
exchange
and cooperation with other navies, under take
international responsibilities and obligations, safe
guard the security of international sea lines of
communication
b. Building
a
global
Maritime community of
shared future
Strengthen
Cooperation
to Advance Belt Road
Initiative
a. China and Arab States
need
to
strengthen
strategic trust
b. China and Arab states need to help each other,
realise dreams of rejuvenation
c. China and Arab states need to achieve win-win
outcomes
d. China and Arab States need to promote inclusiveness
and mutual learning

Towards a Stronger China –Africa Community of
Shared Future
a. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
future that assume our joint responsibility
b. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
future that pursue win- win cooperation
c. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
future that delivers happiness for all
d. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
future that promotes cultural prosperity
e. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
future that enjoys common security
f. Build a stronger China-Africa community of shared
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Conclusion
Chinese should improve Party conduct and build clean
government, and ensure our officials do not dare to be,
or not able to be, and do not want to be corrupt. This
is the fundamental guideline for battling corruption,
and also a major strategy for strengthening Party selfgovernance in the new era.
Dr. Hassan Y Malik is Ph.D in International Relations. He is:
Fellow Research Member with Charted Institute of Logistics
and Transportation (UK). Fellow Research Member with
Pakistan Navy War College. Fellow Research Member with
Environ Monitor. Fellow Research Member with National
Foundation for Environment Education & Research and
Research Member with Research Gate.

TEXTILE SECTOR
Textile sector remained most
important and vital sector of our
Economy. It had been contributing
65% to our national growth. It had
been the highest export earnings to the
country and also had been providing
maximum jobs to the labour force . Capt Khalid Javed Retd
During 1990 decade this sector was robust and leading
in latest technology. Pakistan was ahead in comparison
to regional countries like Bangladesh and Vietnam at
that stage. Pakistan was at 8.3 Bn in comparison to
Bangladesh at 5 Bn and Vietnam at 3.5 Bn in export
earnings. At this stage Pakistan’s share in world textile
trade was near 3%. From here Pakistan decline in
exports started. Various factors which contributed to
this decline can be summed as below.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Cost of production or manufacturing became higher.
High tariffs for gas and electricity.
Power shortage and non availability to textile sector.
Poor strategic and support policies of govt for
textile Sector.
Recession in world market.
Terrorism and adverse law and order situation in
country.
Poor and old infrastructure, machinery and old
technology.
Lack of further investments.
Poor cotton crops yearly.

Due to all these factors share of Pakistan in international
textile trade declined to 1.7%. Meanwhile when we
compare our regional players Bangladesh at 40 Bn
and Vietnam at 36 Bn and we at meagre 14Bn in last
year. It is very bleak picture emerges. Now seeing
international textile trade much is needed to bost our
share and to regain our lost superiority of past.
Following measures are needed to boost the sector.
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Introduction of high yielding cotton varieties, seeds.
Business friendly policies by govt.
Solving the liquidity issue of exporters.
Reduction in import duties on textile machinery
and raw materials.
e. Reduction in taxes for textile sector.
f. Maximum efforts for establishing R&D centers in
chambers and in universities with close cooperation
of textile industry.
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Visit of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali
Jinnah - Malir Cantt
An interesting history is attached to this picture taken on 21
February 1948. The convoy of the Quaid passing through Malir
Cant' link road was stopped by an Army sentry. This road was
not regularly used by Quaid. The sentry knew that Quaid is
sitting in the car but out of his sheer love for Quaid, he stopped
the convoy.
The sentry saluted Quaid and asked, if the founder had the
permission to go inside Malir Cant? Quaid was surprised on the
question but with a fatherly smile he said, "No Son, I don't have
the Permission". After receiving the answer in negative from the
Quaid, the sentry gladly offered him a deal for allowing him to
pass through this road.
The Founder accepted that deal; which was to visit sentry's unit.
The unit was 5 Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment.
Meanwhile the news spread like fire in Cantonment and
military high-ups' rushed to 5 Heavy AD Regiment to extricate
Quaid from this situation. After arrival of perturbed Brigade
Commander, he requested Quaid to continue his journey but
Quaid smiled while looking towards the sentry and said, "No,
we already had a deal"
Quaid visited 5 Heavy (AA) (Anti-Aircraft) Regiment on 21 February 1948, where this picture was taken. Brigade
Commander (Brig Akbar) is standing (right most) with Fatima Jinnah while the Commanding Officer of the Regiment is
briefing Founder about Anti Air Craft Gun.
This was the first ever military unit to be visited by the Founder. Owing to this unique honor of the unit, 5 light SAM is the
only unit in Pakistan Army that is reviewed in Salaam Fung (Present Arms) position and not Bazu Fung as in case of rest of
the Army, Navy and Air force establishments.
Copied from Old Karachi Group.

Editor
With all these measures targets should be 25 Bn in 2025 and 40 Bn in 2030. And every effort should be done to
surpass these targets. We should also take our share from 1.6% to 3% of world textile trade.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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THE OPINIONATED WORLD
While living in an opinionated
world, it is important to have
an opinion. Opinion gained by
personal thoughts and morals
mixed with experience, exposure
and wholesome knowledge of the
topic is the most appropriate of the
Ms. Zainab Azam
opinions. Unfortunately, this era is
all about winning conversations and not at all about
reaching to the conclusions while showing respect to the
opinion of others, which may be completely different
than ours. All we care about is our own opinion.
Our opinion which is assumed as unchangeable and
undeniable at every cost. Friends and foes are chosen
on the basis of conformity and similarity of opinions.
In our society, many parents try to keep their children
out of conversations in order to protect their innocence.
Hardships and tougher phases of life can be bestowed
to anybody despite considering that how many years
they have lived already. Children who have a developed
sense of opinions are more likely to tackle situations
than the children who have not developed their sense
of opinion. These are the people who grow as confused
personalities totally dependent on what others try to
show them.
It is not necessary that an individual will develop a
correct sense of opinion on initial stages but this is the
first step for sure. It helps people to draw a line between
right and wrong. When children grow up in a household
where opinions are shared openly, they learn what is
acceptable and what is not acceptable in their families
or even households. Children can develop their own
opinions through discussions with the other members
of the society as well.
The most important part of having an opinion is to
learn how to, when and where the opinions should
be shared. You cannot be giving opinion about how
wrong the person was on his funeral or you should not
be discussing the mistake of a victim in the time of
consolation. Of course, the victim can be the cause of
the incident such as if someone left the burner on and
house caught fire causing casualties. The opinion about
how careless it was to leave the burner unattended
should not be shared around the responsible person at
the time he is hurt. Opinions can be shared afterwards
30

in order to make him cautious for the next time.
Our prime responsibility lies in making our younger
generation understand the importance of considering
the opinions of others. The younger generation in
specific because the future depends on them. During
an immature age, young people do not want to be
corrected. They want to be taken as correct all the time.
They do not like being around people who share their
opinions completely different from theirs. They keep on
avoiding these people making their circle smaller and
smaller till the time that their circle is full of people with
same opinions. Even if they think they are the winners,
they are the real losers in life, in my opinion. According
to my point of view. They live in a fake black and white
world where there is no chance of growth in life until
they get mature enough to understand the consequences
of their actions.
In a developing society such as ours where people are
stuck between the decisions about if they should involve
children in their discussions or not, it is very important
to learn about the prospects and consequences of the
discussions leading to the sense of opinion development.
With the passage of time, it is important to seek
exposure and different point of views to learn about
literally anything in life. Leaving behind the black and
white world where every individual is stuck on same
level of knowledge, the younger generation should seek
the colourful world which is full of opinions, thoughts
and ideas which are worth experiencing, exploring and
learning.
Ms. Zainab Azam is a student of BS Tourism and
Hospitality in Foundation University.
She is the head & supervisor of a travel company
established by her on a social media platform named
"Novaturient Travels" in 2020.
As a patriot, she aims to improve the sense of
responsibility in people of her country to fulfil their
national duty. She seeks to improve local tourism in
Pakistan; as a first step towards the start of foreign
tourism.
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opinion editorials for daily Nawaiwaqt for ten years besides,
writing 3 books on South Asian affairs. Presently; editing
net-paper titled as South Asian Pulse Online: www.sapulse.
com. Also organized a welfare oriented think tank, Jinnah
Iqbal South Asian Forum to help white collar families besides
organizing seminars on national days.
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greatly required by the people. She advised the doctors to provide selfless as well as dedicated services to the
people, and gave importance to setting up of hospitals and health care centers. While launching the Fatima Jinnah
Community Health Centre in Lahore in 1962 she said: “Maternal and child welfare services are considered a
basic public health requirement and the standard of wisdom and civilization in different nations is often judged
from the extent to which they provide adequate care and attention to mothers and children.”
Educating Females													
Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah was a great advocate of education; as illiteracy was the root cause of many problems
in the society. She was against the conventional outlook regarding female education, therefore, encouraged all
women to get educated for that would help them develop confidence, self-respect, and broadmindedness while
also make them energetic and resilient. On 25th December 1955 a school for girls was inaugurated by her in
Karachi and a donation 1 lac rupees was given from Quaid-e-Azam’s fund. It was given the name Khatoon-iPakistan. This school achieved the status of a college in 1962. While in 1961 she had established the Khatoon-iPakistan Education & Welfare Board, and also laid the foundation of Fatima Jinnah Medical College for women.
She laid great emphasis on the status given to women by Islam. At the Ladies Session of the World Muslim
Conference in 1951 at Karachi she said: “Economically and educationally we are backward. These are really
the two main pillars on which the foundation of the nation is built. Therefore I appeal to you to devote all your
energy towards education and economic welfare of your State. Remember, it is the women that can mould the
character of the youth of the nation and the responsibility on your shoulders is great and you must be prepared
and ready to discharge your duties efficiently and well.”
Thus Mohtarma Fatima Jinnah did everything in her capacity, in trying to make Pakistan a country worthy of
all the sacrifices that were made in obtaining it. A country that would do honor to its rich historical and cultural
background. A country that would by no means lag behind any other! However, even today we are struggling to
tackle all these issues, but if instill her spirit and enthusiasm in ourselves; we can overcome all our challenges,
just as she would have wanted us to do.

My Dear worthy reader, here I commence with a 'How to Series'. First is 'How to Listen'. It will be
followed by 'How to Disagree', 'How to Agree' and finally 'How to be Interesting'. May it prove to be
valuable lessons in Communication Skills. ‘How to Listen’ was published in Issue 64, June 21.
Bakhtiar

to disagree.
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